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I. I NTRODUCTION

Cellular neural networks (CNN) were introduced by Chua
and Yang in 1998 [1]. The idea of the CNN was inspired
from the architecture of the cellular automata and the neural
networks. Unlike the conventional neural networks, the CNN
has local connectivity property. Since the structure of the CNN
resembles the structure of animals retina, the CNN can be used
for various image processing applications [2]-[4].

Wiring weights of the cells of the CNN are established by
parameters called the template. The template is most important
parameter, because performance of the CNN is decided by the
template. Thus, some template design methods as template
learning using GA algorithm are proposed. These works are
important subject in the studies of the CNN [5].

In this paper, template learning of cellular neural networks
using back propagation algorithm is proposed. In our proposed
CNN, we build back propagation algorithm into the feedback
part of CNN. Back propagation algorithm is inspired form
back propagation neural networks [6]. Back propagation neural
networks operates with a feed forward neural network which
is composed of an input layer, a hidden layer and an output
layer, and the effectiveness of the back propagation algorithm
has been confirmed in learning performance. In this paper, the
template of CNN is dynamically updated in each step using the
back propagation algorithm. Computer simulations using one-
dimensional image show that the back propagation algorithm is
effective for template learning of CNN. At the moment, we do
not say that the proposed template learning method exhibited a
superior performance than the other template learning method.
However, we feel that we obtained some results to broaden the
research on the template learning of CNN.

II. PROPOSEDTEMPLATE LEARNING METHOD

In this section, we describe the proposed template learning
method using back propagation algorithm. Our template learn-
ing method is inspired from perception of the back propagation
algorithm. In particular, in the back propagation algorithm,
parameter is changed by using error between an output and a
desired value, in order to bring an output close to a desired
value. From this perception of learning, template of CNN
is changed by using error between an output image and a
desired image. Additionally, this template learning carry out
dynamically. Namely, processing by the CNN and template
learning are carried out at the same time.

A. Processing Procedure for Learning

Processing procedure for learning is explained as follows.
Step 1.An input image and a desired image (a teacher

image) are prepared. An initial template is decided
at random. Because we use random in order to be
able to learn the template for any initial values.
However, in our learning method, we should mention
the stability of template in CNN. Because the value
of an output may become unstable with the value
of a template. The condition of stability is that the
center element of templateA maintains 1 and the
symmetry of each element.

Step 2.An input image is processed by CNN using Runge-
Kutta method. At this time, unit width of Runge-
Kutta method is made small, and only a few pro-
cesses. It is for learning dynamically not using the
processed image but using the present image cur-
rently processed. At this time, the value ofV x before
processing is defined asV xpast, and the value of
V x after processing is defined asV xnow. It is for
deciding the direction of correction by comparing
with the value ofV x.

Step 3.The error between an output image and a desired
image is calculated for every pixel of an output and
a desired image. An absolute value is calculated in
order to make the error of each pixel into a positive
value.
An error Ep is calculated as the following equation:

Ep =
√

(tp − op)2, (1)

wherep is the number of the pixel,tp denotes the
value of the desired data of thepth pixel, andop

denotes the value of the output data of thepth pixel.

Step 4.The corrected directionδp is decided using errorEp

as the following equation:

δp = Ep × (V xnow
p − V xpast

p ) (2)

Step 5.The correction quantity∆p for every pixel is calcu-
lated as the following equation:

∆p = η × δp × V xnow
p , (3)
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where η is a proportionality factor known as the
learning rate.

Step 6.The errors of all the pixels are added.

D =
p∑

i=1

∆i (4)

The calculation adds all the values of a template.
However, it does not include the center element of
the templateA, B, and the biasI. That is, a template
is changed as the following equation.

ARenewed
10 = ABefore

10 + D,

ARenewed
12 = ABefore

12 + D,

BRenewed
10 = BBefore

10 + D,

BRenewed
12 = BBefore

12 + D (5)

The reason of the above setting is that the stability
of the template can be kept.

Step 7.Step.2 - Step.6 are repeated until the process con-
verges.

Thus, by updating a template, an output image is brought
close to a desired image.

Finally, the diagram showing the flow of the process is
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Procedure for learning

III. S IMULATION

In this section, we show the learning results using the
proposed learning method.

A. Input Image and Desired Image

We prepare a one-dimensional input image and desired
image as Figs. 2 and 3.

Input image:

Fig. 2. Input image

Desired image:

Fig. 3. Desired image

The black pixels correspond to the value +1, while the white
pixels correspond to the value -1.

A teacher image is made from the following two rules.
Rule 1. If the colors of the neighbors of a certain cell is the

same color, the cell’s color turns into its neighboring
color.

Rule 2. If the colors of the neighbors of a certain cell is
different, the cell’s color does not change.

That is to say, this rule is like “Reversi”.

B. Parameters for Learning

The following parameters are used in this simulation.

TABLE I

PARAMETERS

Name of parameter value
Step size 0.01

Maximum iteration number 10
Number of pixels 30

Number of learning loops 100
Learning rate 0.01

C. Simulation Results

As a result of carrying out computer simulations, the
following images and templates are obtained. In our proposed
learning method, because elements of the initial template are
set at random. Therefore, the results are always different. The
results shown below are some examples of obtained results.

Learning result 1:
Figure 4 shows the example of the output image using the

proposed learning method.

Fig. 4. Result image

In Fig. 4, we can see that the three pixels differ from
the desired image. In this case, we obtained the template as
follows.
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Obtained template:

A =

 0 0 0
0.917804 1 0.917804

0 0 0

 ,

B =

 0 0 0
1.538764 0.113712 0.644816

0 0 0

 ,

I = 0 (6)

In obtained template (6), elements of feedback templateA
stability.

Learning result 2:
The following results are obtained by using the same

parameters as the learning result 1.

Fig. 5. Result image

In Fig. 5, the same result as the desired image can obtained.
The different template outputting the desired image are ob-
tained by the proposed learning method.

Obtained template:

A =

 0 0 0
0.712821 1 0.712821

0 0 0

 ,

B =

 0 0 0
1.425642 0.7734 1.911821

0 0 0

 ,

I = 0 (7)

Although the learning parameters are the same, different
templates are obtained. Because the initial values of the
templates were decided at random.

The “Reversi” was able to be performed when process-
ing other input images by the conventional CNN using the
obtained templates as template (7). However, since these
templates are updated dynamically, it is not a template in
the conventional CNN which can certainly realize “Reversi”.
Additionally, we should mention that we obtained the tem-
plate performing “Reversi” only for working one-dimensional
images in this study.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a template learning method
of cellular neural networks (CNN) using the back propagation
algorithm. The template was learned by using the error be-
tween a desired image and an output image. Moreover, it was
able to bring close to the desired image, changing a template
by processing dynamically using back propagation algorithm.
However, since this proposed method has the characteristic
of processing dynamically, a desired image is not necessarily

obtained. Therefore, we want to obtain a desired image by
raising accuracy.

In the future, we want to learn the template which can carry
out processing two-dimensional images, and processing gray
scale images using back propagation algorithm.
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